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Sand rats survive with low caloric intake and when given high carbohydrate diets can become obese 23 and develop type II diabetes 2 which, in extreme cases, leads to pancreatic failure and death 3,4 . 24
Previous studies have reported inability to detect the Pdx1 gene or protein in gerbils 5-7 , suggesting 25 that absence of this key insulin-regulating homeobox gene might underlie diabetes susceptibility. 26
Here we report sequencing of the sand rat genome and discovery of an extensive, mutationally-27 biased GC-rich genomic domain encompassing many essential genes, including the elusive Pdx1. The 28 sequence of Pdx1 has been grossly affected by GC-biased mutation leading to the highest divergence 29 observed in the animal kingdom. In addition to molecular insights into restricted caloric intake in a 30 desert species, the discovery that specific chromosomal regions can be subject to elevated mutation 31 rate has widespread significance to evolution. 32
Linking molecular change to phenotypic change is a central goal of evolutionary biology. Adaptation to 33 arid environments is particularly interesting because of the extreme physiological demands imposed by 34 low food and water availability. The sand rat Psammomys obesus (Fig. 1a ) is a member of the subfamily 35
Gerbillinae, most species of which live in deserts and arid environments (Fig. 1b) . P. obesus has emerged 36 as a model for research into diet-induced type II diabetes because, if provided with high carbohydrate 37
diets, the majority of individuals become obese and develop classic diabetes symptoms, in the most 38 extreme cases leading to pancreatic failure and death 2,3 . 39
In searching for the molecular basis of this unusual phenotype, attention has been paid to the Pdx1 40 homeobox gene, also called Ipf1, Idx1, Stf1 or Xlox 8-12 , the central and most highly conserved member 41 of the ParaHox gene cluster 13 . Pdx1 is the only member of the Pdx gene family in tetrapods, and encodes 42 a homeodomain that has been invariant across their evolution. Mammalian Pdx1 is expressed in 43 pancreatic beta-cells 14 and encodes a homeodomain transcription factor that acts as a transcriptional 44 activator of insulin and other pancreatic hormone genes 15, 16 . A pivotal role in insulin regulation is also 45 reflected in the association of heterozygous Pdx1 mutations with maturity-onset diabetes of the young 46 (MODY4) and type II diabetes mellitus in humans 16 . Contrary to the usual conservation, several studies 47 have reported inability to detect Pdx1 in gerbils, including P. obesus, by immunocytochemistry, Western 48 blotting or PCR 5-7 , leading to the hypothesis that the gene has been lost, compromising ability to 49 regulate insulin. Such a conclusion would raise further questions, since in addition to its adult functions, 50
Pdx1 is also essential for pancreatic development in the embryo. For example, targeted deletion in mice 51 causes loss of pancreas and anterior duodenum and is lethal 8,17 . In humans, pancreatic agenesis has 52 been reported in a patient with a homozygous frameshift mutation before the Pdx1 homeobox, and in 53 a compound heterozygous patient with substitution mutations in helices 1 and 2 of the homeodomain 18-54 20 . 55
To resolve the conundrum of a putatively absent 'essential' gene, we sequenced the P. obesus genome 56 using a standard shotgun strategy (Illumina), using a combination of short and long insert libraries, 57
initially at 85.5X coverage (Supplementary information section 1). This assembly lacked a Pdx1 gene 58 supporting the prevailing hypothesis of a loss of the Pdx1 gene in gerbils. However, a synteny 59 comparison between P. obesus and other mammals delineated a contiguous block of 88 genes 60
( Supplementary table S2 .3.1) missing from the assembly including several genes essential to basic 61 cellular functions, such as Brca2 and Cdk8, in addition to Pdx1. This led us to suspect that standard short 62 read sequencing may have given an incomplete genome assembly. To resolve whether this represented 63 a large-scale deletion or an unusual genomic region, we sequenced the transcriptomes of P. obesus 64 liver, pancreatic islets and duodenum, which strikingly contained transcripts for many of the missed 65 genes (Supplementary information section 2; Supplementary table S2.3.1). Furthermore, these 66 transcripts show unusually high GC content in most cases, indicating that a large contiguous stretch of 67 elevated GC had either been under-represented in initial sequencing data or had failed to assemble 68 correctly, most likely due to nucleotide compositional bias. We term such cryptic or hidden sequence 69 'dark DNA'. We therefore isolated GC-rich P. obesus genomic DNA by Caesium Chloride gradient 70 centrifugation, sequenced this fraction after limited amplification using Illumina MiSeq overlapping 71
paired-end reads, and re-assembled the genome incorporating this sequence data (Supplementary 72 information section 1.5). This gave a refined assembly with a total size of 2.38 Gb and a scaffold N50 of 73 10.4 Mb (Table 1 ; Supplementary information sections 1,3,4,6), including much of the 'dark DNA' region 74 in several scaffolds, and contains genes syntenic to a region of chromosome 12 in rat and a region of 75 chromosome 5 and the subtelomeric region of chromosome 8 in mouse. Comparison of GC content 76 between species demonstrates that sand rat genes are elevated in GC content across this chromosomal 77 region, syntenic to 12 Mb of the rat genome ( Fig. 1c ; Supplementary information section 9). This large 78 region encompasses a 250 kb repeat-rich scaffold containing the sand rat ParaHox cluster and its well-79 characterised genomic neighbours. We inferred a high W (weak, A/T) to S (strong, G/C) allelic mutation 80 rate in this region of the P. obesus genome when compared with randomly selected genomic regions or 81 homologous regions in other species of rodent (Fig 1d; Supplementary information section 11, 82
Supplementary tables S11.1 & S11.2). The existence of a localised GC-biased stretch of the P. obesus 83 genome is striking and of far-reaching importance, and implies the existence of elevated and biased 84 mutational pressure, acting in one region of the genome. 85
86
The full coding sequence of the P. obsesus Pdx1 gene was deduced from the refined genome and 87 transcriptome assemblies, and the gene was found to be expressed in sand rat pancreatic islets and 88 duodenum (Supplementary information section 7). The 60 amino acid homeodomain of Pdx1 shows 89 100% conservation across other mammals for which data are available; however, in P. obesus there are 90 a remarkable 15 amino acid differences in the homeodomain, making this by far the most divergent 91
Pdx1 gene discovered in the animal kingdom ( Fig. 2a ). All but one of the amino acid changes are caused 92 by A/T to G/C mutation. The N-terminal and C-terminal regions are also divergent with numerous 93 deletions, although the hexapeptide motif used in heterodimer formation with TALE proteins is 94 conserved (Fig. 2b) . Despite its radical divergence, Pdx1 is the closest homeodomain by blastp and 95 phylogenetic analysis places it as a rodent Pdx1 on a long branch ( Fig. 2c ); extensive synteny with the 96
ParaHox region of mouse and rat confirms it is the true and single Pdx1 ortholog ( Supplementary table  97 S7.1). Evidence that the locus is functional includes expression in pancreas and duodenum, and the fact 98 that extensive polymorphism is found in the 3' untranslated region but is very limited in the coding 99 sequence (Supplementary information section 11), indicating that the coding region is under functional 100 constraint despite extensive mutation. Extreme deviation from the expected sequence explains why 101 antibodies and PCR failed to detect Pdx1 in sand rat 5-7 . 102 103
These findings indicate that GC-biased mutation has driven radical changes in an otherwise highly 104 conserved homeobox gene; these changes could be maladaptive and constrain the physiological 105 capability of the sand rat, or adaptive enhancing ability to live in arid regions. To test if the extent of 106 sequence divergence is unusual for sand rat proteins, we calculated a 'protein weirdness index' (PWI) 107
(Supplementary information section 5) for all 1:1 mammalian orthologs by dividing mouse-human 108 protein sequence identity by mouse-sand rat sequence identity (Fig. 2d ). This is distinct from identifying 109 the fastest evolving proteins, and specifically identifies proteins that have undergone uncharacteristic 110 divergence in sand rat. We find the majority of sand rat proteins are highly similar to mouse or human 111
(mode PWI = 1.0); in contrast, Pdx1 is unusually divergent (mouse-sand rat 54.82%, mouse-human 112 91.37%; PWI = 1.67). To test if other genes implicated in glucose metabolism or pancreatic function are 113 also divergent, we compiled a list of 45 candidates from human studies including all genes implicated 114 in monogenic diabetes 21 and genes for which coding sequence variants have been strongly associated 115 with T2D 22 . Of the 33 genes with clear 1:1:1 orthologs between human, mouse and sand rat, 32 lie 116 between position 225 and 10,195 in our PWI ranking, indicating that they are not unusually divergent 117 in sand rat. Pdx1 is ranked 1st and is the most unusually divergent protein identified in the sand rat 118 predicted proteome (Supplementary information section 8; Supplementary table S5. 
1). 119
The mutations fixed in sand rat Pdx1 gene do not cause frameshifts or truncations in known domains, 120
and molecular modelling reveals that the sand rat Pdx1 homeodomain has the ability to form all three 121 helices required for DNA binding (Fig. 3a) . To examine if these mutations have resulted in subtle effects 122 on the stability of DNA binding we deployed molecular dynamics simulations with atomistic 123 representation of Pdx1 homeodomains, DNA target and solvent. From the post-processing of the 124 molecular dynamics simulations we estimated the enthalpy of binding between sand rat and mouse (or 125 other mammal) Pdx1 and monomer DNA binding sites using the MM-PBSA (Molecular Mechanics  126 Poisson Boltzmann Surface Area) method (Supplementary information section 10). Target DNA 127 sequences used were core Pdx1-binding sites of the mouse insulin A1 promoter and its sand rat 128 ortholog. From 200 ns molecular dynamics simulations the enthalpy of binding for protein-DNA 129
interaction was calculated to be lower for sand rat than for mouse Pdx1 (mean -140 kcal/mol vs. mean 130 -122 kcal/mol), indicative of sand rat Pdx1 binding DNA more 'tightly' than is normal for the mammalian 131 Pdx1 protein (Fig. 3b ). One amino acid change was responsible for much of the difference: a Leu to Arg 132 substitution in alpha helix 1 (homeodomain position 13), leading to the positive side chain of Arg making 133 a new indirect contact with the phosphate backbone of DNA. A second substitution, Val to Arg in alpha 134 helix 2 (homeodomain position 36), makes a smaller contribution (Fig. 3c ). We also detect modifications 135 to specific base interactions, with sand rat residues Met54 and Arg58 making new contacts to A and T 136 bases within the TAAT core. Hence, stronger DNA binding is most likely driven by increased contacts 137
with the backbone of DNA, coupled with decreased sequence-specificity of DNA interaction. These 138 results suggest that sand rat Pdx1 is suboptimal in DNA-binding affinity and specificity. 139 140
We conclude that an unusual genomic region of biased mutation arose in the evolutionary lineage of 141 the sand rat. One consequence of this hotspot of mutation was the generation of GC-bias in the Pdx1 142 gene of P. obesus; this forced modification of the Pdx1 protein sequence, affecting its ability to regulate 143 insulin gene transcription and most likely transcription of other pancreatic genes. The sand rat Pdx1 144 hexapeptide, which mediates co-factor interactions 23 , is intact, which may explain why pancreatic 145 development proceeds permitting viable sand rat embryogenesis. We suggest mutation-driven changes 146
have played a role in constraining or adapting the sand rat, and possibly other gerbil species, to arid 147 environments and low caloric intake. Biased gene conversion is a known mechanism that causes GC-148 biased mutation 24,25 ; hence we suggest this mechanism, driven by elevated localised recombination, is 149 generating a hotspot of skewed base composition. The genomic region we describe here was not 150 detected by standard sequencing approaches, raising the possibility that other such dark DNA regions 151 could be widespread features of animal genomes, thus far largely overlooked in comparative animal 152 genomics. Indeed, GC-rich genes are also missing from the chicken genome assembly 26, 27 protein-DNA interactions between hamster (normal vertebrate) Pdx1/hamster insulin A1 DNA element 294 (black), sand rat Pdx1/sand rat A1 element (red), hamster Pdx1/sand rat A1 (green) and sand rat 295 Pdx1/hamster A1 (blue) inferred by molecular dynamics simulations and MM-PBSA; sand rat Pdx1 296 homeodomain has the lowest enthalpy of binding (higher affinity) for each DNA target. (c) Per-site 297 enthalpy of binding comparison between hamster and sand rat Pdx1 revealing contribution of amino 298 acid changes at homeodomain positions 13 and 36 to reduced enthalpy of binding (higher affinity). 299
